Name of the Tool

Bird Sites Directory

Home Page

Logo

URL

www.birdsites.net/

Subject

Web sites - Directories

Accessibility

Free

Language

English

Publisher

BirdSites.net

Brief History

Subject to research

Scope and Coverage

BirdSites.net is a human-edited bird directory for both pet and wild bird sites. Here
anyone can find birding resources and supplies, pet birds, pet bird supplies, bird
husbandry info, birding vacations and more.

Kind of Information

Mainly the categories which can be seen in this site are art & gifts, bird species,
birding - wild birds, birding resources, birding vacations & tours, birds, birds for
sale, bird breeders, classifieds, conservation, directories, bird forums, bird health,
organizations, bird magazines, pet birds, pet bird supplies, bird rescue & sanctuaries
& bird photography etc.
Generally all the categories include some website links with their brief description.
‘Bird species’ category provides information on a variety of bird categories. Under
each of the species, respective websites (which contain information on that species
particularly) are given with brief description and links. As for example, after clicking
on Parrots the following result can be seen :

This directory provides information on two featured bird sites :
 Bird Watching.net and
 Somerzby
Brief information on the above two sites are provided including the screenshots of
their home pages and their hyperlinks.
Latest Bird Links are given including their short description, category and date of
addition of those sites in Bird Sites Directory. Example is shown as follows :

Latest articles are also provided with links. Such as “tips on keeping your parrot
healthy” is provided as one of the articles.
Information are also provided on how to submit a site and site submission form also
provided including guidelines.

Special Features
 Related sites are linked to it. Such as: birds best pet sites, top 100 elite pet sites,
bird channel.com etc.
 Advance search facility is provided.
 Feedback facility is given to users.

Arrangement Pattern

Category wise arrangement can be seen as follows :

Names of bird species are arranged alphabetically like below :

Remarks

Comparable Tools

Date of Access

This is one of only a few hand-coded Web directories on the web which means there
are no automatic submissions - each site is manually added to the directory. Anyone
can get information on pet care also from here.
 The Cornell lab of ornithology ( https://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/ )
 Birds directory – Petssquare ( www.petssquare.com/bird.html )
6th January, 2017.

